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From: bpg (magna01)   Nov-23 9:59 pm 

To: ALL  (1 of 15) 
12121.1 

Pretty big (many, many days) still ongoing tour of the US and Canada by a guy on a V-65...

Video, pics, some cool touring ideas...

http://www.sport-touring.net/forums/showthread.php?t=70718

http://www.jimwilliamson.net/motorcycle/2005-09-us-n-canada/index.html

THAT is some damn cool motorcycling, IMHO!

BPG 
Lucinda, PA

2001 Honda Magna V-4: 750cc's > 1500, 1800, 2000cc's. It's Honda math, you wouldn't understand... ;)



States ridden in...so far...

Edited 11/23/2005 10:00 pm ET by bpg (magna01)
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From: Mad Mag (MadMagRider)  Nov-24 9:45 am 

To: bpg (magna01)  (2 of 15) 

 
12121.2 in reply to 12121.1 

That is completely cool. I'd love to be able to do that someday.
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From: TimothyPlgrm  Nov-29 8:36 am 

To: bpg (magna01)  (3 of 15) 

 

12121.3 in reply to 12121.1 

Awesome! Thanks for the heads up.

Tim

MRA 1433 IBA 11636 
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From: hekktor  Nov-30 3:11 pm 

To: ALL  (4 of 15) 

 

12121.4 in reply to 12121.3 

Here you can find the End Of Trip Page: 
http://www.jimwilliamson.net/motorcycle/2005-09-us-n-canada/addendum/index.html
Check out, pics are still marvellous, and a story is shocking... V65 down couple of times!!
 

  Options  Reply  
  

 
From: CRASH (crashman863)   Nov-30 6:06 pm 

To: bpg (magna01)  (5 of 15) 

 

12121.5 in reply to 12121.1 

Awesome! I wanna do something like that too one day!

Crash
SCRC #416027



 

CRASH
 

  Options  Reply  
  

 
From: bpg (magna01)   Nov-30 6:46 pm 

To: CRASH (crashman863)  (6 of 15) 

 

12121.6 in reply to 12121.5 

pretty sweet, eh?

Hey, how'd your deer hunting end up? I had a decent buck try to sneak past me at 7:15 am on the PA opener...
needless to say my freezer is full now! I feel like I didn't even deserve him though - didn't archery hunt this
year, nor do any scouting, fired one shot the day before to check accuracy... it was almost too business-like,
LOL!

BPG 
Lucinda, PA



2001 Honda Magna V-4: 750cc's > 1500, 1800, 2000cc's. It's Honda math, you wouldn't understand... ;)

States ridden in...so far...
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 To: ALL  Advertisement 
   

 

 
Don't blog alone
Thinking of starting a blog? Do it on Delphi, where there's a helpful staff and an audience ready to read what 
you have to say! Find out more...

  



Sometimes you get lucky that way. haven`t been out much, seen a # of does, let them walk, looking for the 
buck, heard a few bucks, only seen 2 couldn`t get a shot at either.

Crash
SCRC #416027

 

CRASH
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From: novamagna  Dec-1 2:24 pm 

To: bpg (magna01)  (8 of 15) 

 

12121.8 in reply to 12121.1 

How can anyone let a bike get that dirty?
It's just terrible.
 



  Options  Reply  
  

 
From: novamagna  Dec-1 2:27 pm 

To: bpg (magna01)  (9 of 15) 

 
12121.9 in reply to 12121.6 

Does PA allow you to get extra tags for more deer?
 

  Options  Reply  
  

 
From: bpg (magna01)   Dec-1 3:17 pm 

To: novamagna  (10 of 15) 

 

12121.10 in reply to 12121.9 

yipper.. I'll try to get a doe this weekend or next week.

I only had about 5 hours to hunt so far this season, and had to make the most of it - had that fella skinned, 
quartered and in the fridge by 10:00, LOL!

I'll butcher 'im up this weekend, should I make a special humongous cut for the PA Ride Cook-off?? Maybe
freeze a whole rack of ribs?

BPG 
Lucinda, PA

2001 Honda Magna V-4: 750cc's > 1500, 1800, 2000cc's. It's Honda math, you wouldn't understand... ;)



States ridden in...so far...

 
  Options  Reply  
  

 
From: CRASH (crashman863)   Dec-1 4:12 pm 

To: novamagna  (11 of 15) 

 

12121.11 in reply to 12121.8 

Little competition? hehehe

Crash
SCRC #416027

 



CRASH
 

  Options  Reply  
  

 
From: novamagna  Dec-2 12:10 pm 

To: bpg (magna01)  (12 of 15) 

 

12121.12 in reply to 12121.10 

Not a big fan of ribs myself.
To much effort for to little reward.
I prefer Steaks and roasts.
But I've never turned down free food that I can recall.
Well maybe veggies.
 

  Options  Reply  
  

 
From: novamagna  Dec-2 12:11 pm 

To: CRASH (crashman863)  (13 of 15) 

 

12121.13 in reply to 12121.11 

I HAVE NO COMPETITION!
Merely immitators and idolators.
 

  Options  Reply  
  

 
From: CRASH (crashman863)   Dec-2 3:06 pm 

To: novamagna  (14 of 15) 

 

12121.14 in reply to 12121.13 

I don`t know, his looked pretty bad there. You may have to work on that!

Hows the rebuild coming along?



Crash
SCRC #416027

 

CRASH
 

  Options  Reply  
  

 
From: novamagna  Dec-2 5:41 pm 

To: CRASH (crashman863)  (15 of 15) 

 

12121.15 in reply to 12121.14 

So far nothing has been done.
Waiting for the new year.
Xmas and sh1t ya know.
 

  Options  Reply  
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